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Edge computing is a computing paradigm or architec-
ture where cloud computing services are provided at
the edge of the network, i.e., end-user devices. This
paradigm can be used to reduce the workload of cloud
servers and their network traffic. It provides the possi-
bility to use remote and nearby edge nodes as support-
ing resources by offloading computation tasks.

Figure 1 reports that executing a nanoparticle classi-
fication remotely with a convolutional neural network
(CNN) or using lower resolution input may result in a
significant decrement of execution time with only up to
1.08% points of prediction quality reduction [1]. How-
ever, an appropriate edge node should be selected for
each task individually, because the execution time of
the offloaded task and the prediction quality highly de-
pend on the computation capabilities of the selected
node and its network connection.

Figure 1: Average execution time and average quality for a clas-
sification task based on CNN over different resolutions

To present the success of the proposed insights in [1],
several experiments was conducted on embedded sys-
tems, PCs, and servers. It was also expected to explore
additional configurations over simulation to cover a

larger spectrum, but a suitable simulator with real-time
support was not existing yet. Recently, Mr. Sazontow
has tried to enhance a popular edge computing simu-
lator with one certain real-time system model. On top
of that, it will be a good practice to continue the en-
hancement and realize the methods proposed in [1] to
anchor the research contribution.

In this thesis, students first should get familiar with
the enhanced ”EdgeCloudSim” simulator and study the
paper of [1]. Afterwards, students are expected to im-
plement the optimization methods proposed in [1] on
EdgeCloudSim while supporting the considered frame-
based task model in which tasks have multiple execu-
tion versions. In case for master students, an online
arbitration algorithm should be proposed on top of the
dynamic programming solution to consider the dynamic
of mobility scenarios. After all, the implementation and
the proposed solution should be evaluated in a sound
way over extensive experiments.

Other suggestions and related topics are also welcome.
Please do not hesitate to make an appointment.

Required Skills:

• Knowledge of dynamic programming

• Real Time Scheduling knowledge is beneficial

• Comfortable to program in Java

Acquired Skills after the thesis:

• Knowledge about event-based simulators

• Knowledge about real-time systems

• Experience of scientific writing and open source de-
velopment
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